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1754

3-17

French and Indian War
begins

1764

3-17

Currency Act, preventing
colonies from issuing their
own currency

1765

3-17

1759

1763

3-17

3-17

Samuel Adams calls for
unified resistance among
the colonies, Parliament
suspends the Mass. Assembly in response

1764

3-17

British capture Quebec,
turning point of the war

Peace of Paris gives most
North American land to
the British

Sugar Act, first tax
intended to raise money
for British debts

1764

1765

1765

3-17

1766

1769

3-17

Quartering act requires
colonists to provide
British soldiers with
housing and food

First colonists protest in
town meeting

1767

3-17

Stamp Act is repealed; DeSons of Liberty formed, is- claratory Act, passed the
sue official protest to Par- same day as the Stamp Act
liament against taxation
repeal, stated that Parliawithout representation,
ment could make all laws
use intimidation against
for the colonies whatsoBritish tax collectors
ever

1768

3-17

Townshend Acts passed,
taxing lead, paint, glass,
paper and tea

1770

3-17

Virginia stated that only
the Virginia Assembly had
the right to tax Virginia
citizens

3-17

3-17

Townshend Acts are
withdrawn, except the tax
on tea

45

3-17

Stamp Act requires a tax
stamp on all paper
documents from marriage
licenses to playing cards

1767

3-17

Colonies practice nonimportation against
British goods, “Letters
From a Farmer in
Pennsylvania” published

Mar 5, 1770 3-17

Boston Massacre
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1772

3-17

Colonists attack a British
Customs ship “Gaspee” in
Rhode Island and the
royal governor plans to
send the men to trial in
England, causing great uproar

1774

3-17

1772

3-17

New England resists
efforts of British troops to
seize Colonial stores of
ammunition, England
decides armed force will
be necessary

3-17

Samuel Adams forms first
Tea Act reduces tax on
Committee of CorrespondBritish tea merchants
ence in Massachusetts in
only, giving an unfair
order to communicate beadvantage, Colonists plan
tween colonial assemblies,
to boycott tea
other colonies follow suit

Sept 5, 1774 3-17

Intolerable Acts designed
First Continental Congress
to punish Boston shut
of all the colonies meets in
down the port of Boston,
Philadelphia
destroy the Massachusetts
Charter, and change the
court jurisdiction to England for all cases involving
riots or revenue collection

1775

1773

3-17

1775

1774

3-17

Massachusetts forms its
own congressional body in
defiance to the crown and
prepares for war, creating
the special militia unit
known as the Minutemen

3-17

Lexington and Concord:
British move to take the
ammunition at Concord,
but are met by Minutemen, shots are fired and
many die on both sides by
the end of the day.

46

Dec 16, 1773 3-17

Boston Tea Party

1775

3-17

Restraining Act: Parliament bans commerce between the colonies and
any other nation except
England

